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Abstract

The high resolution vibrational spectrum of ethyl cyanide (C2H5CN) has been investigated in the far-IR
using synchrotron-based Fourier transform spectroscopy. The assignment was performed using the Au-
tomated Spectral Assignment Procedure (ASAP) allowing accurate rotational energy levels of the four
lowest fundamental vibrations of the species, namely the v13 = 1 @ 205.934099(8) cm−1, and v21 = 1 @
212.141101(8) cm−1, v20 = 1 @ 372.635293(15) cm−1, v12 = 1 @ 532.699617(16) cm−1 states, to be deter-
mined. The analysis not only confirms the applicability of the ASAP in the treatment of (dense) high-
resolution infrared spectra but also reveals some of its limitations. Complementary to the infrared study,
the pure rotational spectrum of C2H5CN was also studied in selected frequency ranges from 75 to 255 GHz.

New observations of a prototypical high-mass star-forming region, G327.3−0.6, performed with the At-
acama Large Millimeter Array show that vibrational satellites of C2H5CN can be very intense, of order
several tens of Kelvin in units of brightness temperature.

Keywords: Ethyl cyanide, Propionitrile, Synchrotron, Far-IR rotation-vibration, ALMA observations,
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1. Introduction

Ethyl cyanide (propionitrile, C2H5CN) was first
detected in space in 1977 by Johnson et al. [1]
towards star-forming regions associated with the
Orion nebula (Orion-KL) and the Galactic center
(Sgr B2). Since these early days of radio astron-
omy, ethyl cyanide has been found in many astro-
nomical sources and has turned into a useful diag-
nostic of regions of high- and of low-mass star for-
mation [2]. In selected sources, the molecule is so
abundant, that not only the parent isotopic species
12CH3

12CH2
12C14N but also singly substituted 13C

species [3, 4], 15N species [5], doubly substituted
13C species [6], and possibly also deuterated species
[7] were observed. As ethyl cyanide possesses sev-
eral energetically low-lying vibrational modes, it
has not only been detected in the ground vibra-
tional but also in vibrationally excited states by
radio astronomical means [8–10], more precisely, vi-

brational satellites from the CCN in-plane bending
mode ν13 and the methyl torsional mode ν21 (both
of which are located around 210 cm−1) as well as
the CCN out-of-plane bending mode ν20 (373 cm−1)
and the CCC bending mode ν12 (534 cm−1) were
assigned.

As a prototypical simple organic nitrile, and also
to support astronomical observations, ethyl cyanide
has been studied quite extensively in the laboratory
probing its pure rotational spectrum up to frequen-
cies as high as 1.6 THz in the ground vibrational
state [Refs. 11–13, and references therein]. Micro-
, millimeter- and submillimeter-wave techniques
have also been applied to the study of vibrational
satellites [see Refs. 9, 10, 14, 15, and references
therein] and even to multiple substituted isotopic
species [Ref. 16, and references therein]. However,
up to now no sufficiently comprehensive and con-
cise picture of the millimeter-/submillimeter wave
vibrational satellite pattern has emerged from lab-



oratory studies to satisfy the needs from the as-
tronomical community, particularly in view of the
capabilities of the most powerful astronomical facil-
ities such as the Atacama Large Millimeter Array,
ALMA. Further scarcity is encountered when con-
sidering the status of infrared studies. While the
infrared spectrum of ethyl cyanide (and selected
isotopic species) has been studied at low spectral
resolution in the gas phase and in inert gas matri-
ces [e.g., Refs. 17–21], to some surprise, no high-
resolution infrared measurements of any vibration
mode have been reported so far.

In the present investigation, the first high res-
olution rotation-vibration spectra of ethyl cyanide
have now been collected from 80 to 650 cm−1 at
the SOLEIL synchrotron facility by means of high
resolution Fourier-transform infrared (IR) spec-
troscopy. The spectral analysis of the four low-
est fundamental vibrational bands was performed
using the Automated Spectral Assignment Proce-
dure (ASAP) shown previously on several occa-
sions to offer a fast and convenient way towards
spectroscopic analysis of high-resolution infrared
data [22–24]. Subsequently, to further comple-
ment the infrared study, the pure rotational spec-
trum was re-investigated in the frequency regions
from 75 to 119.6 GHz and from 160 to 254.95 GHz
using submillimeter-wave spectrometers from the
Cologne institute.

Based on new predictions of the pure rotational
vibrational satellite spectrum obtained from the
new best-fit parameters sets, a number of very
strong emission lines from vibrationally excited
C2H5CN were assigned in the spectrum of a proto-
typical high-mass star-forming region, G327.3−0.6,
obtained with the ALMA.

2. Experiment

2.1. Ro-vibrational measurements

Synchrotron-based far-infrared spectra of propi-
onitrile were recorded in the 80–650 cm−1 range on
the AILES beamline of the SOLEIL synchrotron
facility [25]. The Bruker IFS125 Fourier-transform
interferometer of the beamline was configured with
a 6 µm Mylar beamsplitter, an iris aperture of
1.5 mm, and set for its ultimate resolution, i.e.,
0.001 cm−1. Vapor pressure of the ethyl cyanide
sample was introduced into a White-type, multi-
reflection cell aligned for about 150 m absorption

path length [26, 27]. A liquid-helium cooled Si
bolometer was used for detection. Two spectra of
ethyl cyanide (99 % purity; Aldrich), with sample
pressures of 26 and 500µbar and resulting from
the co-addition of 240 and 130 interferograms, were
recorded to maximise the signal-to-noise ratio of
the ν13/ν21 and ν20/ν12 bands, respectively. Resid-
ual water lines, present in the spectra, have been
used for calibration purposes; their frequencies were
taken from Refs [28–30]. The resulting spectra are
presented in Fig. 1.

A successful ASAP treatment via cross correla-
tion plots requires that the parts of the spectrum
where spectral features are absent—below the noise
level or below the confusion limit—exhibit signal in-
tensities close to zero. To do so, the experimental
spectra are usually plotted in absorbance. In the
present case, in order to fulfill this requirement, it
was necessary to further process each of our absorp-
tion spectra. Indeed, as can been seen in Fig. 1,
the bands are not fully resolved which results in an
apparent continuum underlying each band, because
of both the large line density and the inherent FT
interferometer-limited instrumental resolution. To
ensure an optimum ASAP treatment, an artificial
background (corresponding to the absorption con-
tinuum mentioned above) has been removed from
the plots (see Figs. 2, 3, and 4). This background
has been derived by taking the smallest value of
the signal intensity in the vicinity (± 0.006 cm−1)
of each frequency point. This signal processing im-
proves the suppression of spectral features associ-
ated with other transitions present in one of the
other portions of the spectrum involved in the mul-
tiplication.

2.2. Pure rotational measurements

The measurements in the millimeter-wavelength
region were conducted in Cologne in the 75–
120 GHz and 160–255 GHz regions using two sim-
ilar experimental setups described in greater de-
tail in Refs. [32, 33]. In both cases, the spec-
trometer follows a relatively simple format: a fre-
quency source generates the millimeter-waves (ra-
diofrequency synthesizer followed by frequency mul-
tiplier chains and horn antenna) which probe the
chemical composition of the absorption cells and
are further detected using Schottky-diode detec-
tors. While the two aforementioned frequency re-
gions could have been measured using one or the
other spectrometer, the present choice was guided
by the sake of simplicity, as each instrument was
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Figure 1: Overview of the far-IR spectra, presented in transmittance, recorded in this work with a pressure
of 500 (in dark red) and 26 (in black) µbar. Strong lines of water and its isotopologues have been removed
for the sake of clarity using HITRAN linelists [31]. The main motion associated with each vibration of the
molecule is indicated by blue arrows.

already set for operating in one of each spectral
range. The lower frequency range was measured
using an absorption cell in single-pass mode with a
total absorption path length of 14 m while the upper
frequency one was investigated using a double-pass
setup, adding up to a total absorption path length
of 10 m. Because of the 2f modulation scheme, the
resulting line shapes are close to a second deriva-
tive of a Gaussian function. Typical integration
times were of 50 ms per frequency step. The step
size was varied between 20 and 75 kHz, depending
on the frequency ranges. All measurements were
conducted at room temperature and ethyl cyanide
(99 % purity; Aldrich) pressures of about 10µbar.
The spectra recorded in the upper frequency band
is displayed in Fig. 5.

3. Theoretical Background

Ethyl cyanide is a prolate, asymmetric top
molecule with one plane of symmetry defined by
the heavy atom backbone (Cs). Due to its strong
permanent dipole moment (of projections µa =
3.816 D, µb = 1.235 D along the molecular-fixed
principal axes [34]) the pure rotational spectrum
shows strong a- and b-type transitions. Because of
the internal rotation of the CH3– group relative to

the rest of the Cs frame, the symmetry is given by
the molecular symmetry group G6 and each rota-
tional level is split into A and E symmetric sub-
states. However, the barrier to torsion is quite high
(V3 = 1075 cm−1 [35]) thus the classification in
terms of Cs symmetry of the rigid rotor limit re-
mains useful. The A/E splitting in the vibrational
ground state is barely resolved in Doppler lim-
ited measurements while doublets spaced by several
MHz are typically observed for transitions within
the first excited torsional state.

The vibrational spectrum of ethyl cyanide has
been described in some more details in Wurrey
et al. [18]. Briefly, the 21 fundamental vibrational
modes, all of which are IR active, distribute as
13a′ + 8a′′ in which the a′ and a′′ vibrations cor-
respond to in-plane and out-of-plane deformations
with respect to the plane of symmetry, respectively.
Consequently, the a′ vibrations show hybrid a/b-
type spectra whereas the a′′ ones show c-type spec-
tra. Four fundamental bands lie in the far-IR do-
main (see Fig. 6): the CCN in-plane bending mode
ν13 around 206.9 cm−1 [20], the torsional mode
ν21 at 210.7 cm−1 (estimated from combination
bands) [19], the CCN out-of-plane bending mode
ν20 around 373 cm−1 [19], and the CCC deforma-
tion mode ν12 around 534.4 cm−1 [19]. Numerous
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Figure 2: Experimental (post-processed, 500 µbar) and calculated (final set of parameters, this work)
spectrum of the fundamental ν20 mode. Maroon vertical lines indicate the spectral range enlarged in the
lower panels of the figure. The simulation is obtained by convolution of the predicted transitions (SPCAT)
with a FWHM=0.0015 cm−1 Gaussian profile.
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Figure 3: Experimental (post-processed, 500 µbar) and calculated spectrum (final set of parameters, this
work) of the fundamental ν12 mode. Maroon vertical lines indicate the spectral range enlarged in the lower
panels of the figure. The simulation is obtained by convolution of the predicted transitions (SPCAT) with
a FWHM=0.0015 cm−1 Gaussian profile.
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Figure 4: Experimental (post-processed, 26 µbar) and calculated (final set of parameters, this work) spec-
trum of the fundamentals ν21 and ν13. Maroon vertical lines indicate the spectral range enlarged in the lower
panels of the figure. The simulation is obtained by convolution of the predicted transitions (SPCAT) with
a FWHM=9 · 10−4 cm−1 Gaussian profile. Narrow gaps in the experimental spectrum are due to removal
of strong water lines. 6



Figure 5: Experimental and calculated spectrum of pure rotational transitions in the ground vibrational
state (blue) and v12 = 1 (green), v20 (red), and v13 = 1 and v21 = 1 (yellow, same plot) excited states. The
combined simulation of all vibrational states is shown in grey. The simulation is obtained by convolution of
the predicted transitions (SPCAT) with the second derivative of Gaussian profile.

and partially strong interactions are observed be-
tween these low-energy vibrational states [10, 36].

A number of effective Hamiltonians have been
derived and applied to address rotation-torsion-
vibration problems. Among others, Pickett [37]
proposed an effective Hamiltonian that allows to
account for the strong interactions between an in-
plane bending and a torsional mode, that is particu-
larly applicable if the torsional barrier is high. This
Hamiltonian has also been applied and described in
a previous analysis of the pure rotational spectrum
of ethyl cyanide carried out by Mehringer et al. [9].

The general form of the rotation-vibration Hamil-
tonian [37] can be transformed into the commonly
used Watson Hamiltonian if the vibrational state is
isolated, which is basically the case for the states
involved in the CCC deformation and the out-of-
plane bending, v12 = 1 and v20 = 1, respectively.
Here, it is used in the S-reduction. A rotation of the
axis system in the ab-plane can be achieved via off-
diagonal Dab(PaPb−PbPa) terms that connect ma-
trix elements of the same vibrational state; a proper
choice of the Dab parameter (see Tab. 2) can be use-
ful to decrease the vibrational angular momentum.
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Figure 6: Location and symmetry of the four lowest vibrational states of ethyl cyanide along with nearby
combination and overtone states. All states are labelled according to the (v12, v13, v20, v21) formalism where
the number of quanta of excitation in each state is reported.

It has also been shown that the axis system can
be rotated, such that the rotation-torsion Hamil-
tonian takes the form of a Mathieu equation and
its Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors can be expressed
as Fourier series related to an expansion in free ro-
tor basis functions (shown also by Groner [38]). In
this approach, the rotational parameters are basi-
cally multiplied by terms of sine- (S), cosine- (C),
or both series, dependent on the symmetry of the
operator:

Cq = cos
(π

3
q(2σ − (K ′ +K ′′)ρ)

)
(1)

Sq = sin
(π

3
q(2σ − (K ′ +K ′′)ρ)

)
(2)

The internal rotation parameter ρ is the ratio
of the inverse mass of inertia of the internal ro-
tor F to the inverse mass of the molecular frame,
whereas σ = 0, 1, 2 can be related to the torsional
substate (0=̂A; 1, 2=̂E). q is the ordinal number
of the Fourier term and K is the projection of the
rotational angular momentum. Thus, the torsional

motion is described by additional Fourier constants,
tunneling parameters, that have to be included in
the set of parameters and that are adjusted in the
fit. The series converges rapidly in the high bar-
rier case and usually only very few Fourier con-
stants are necessary. It is important to note that
the Fourier constants are rather phenomenological
and it is not straightforward to extract quantita-
tive information about the torsional potential. In
addition, interactions between different vibrational
levels are described by the common off-diagonal ma-
trix elements, such as the Coriolis terms of a and
b symmetry applied within this work, that connect
here levels between in-plane bend and torsion. In
the context of this work, tunneling parameters were
included for the excited states v13 = 1 and v21 = 1.
The excited torsional state v21 = 1 shows a larger
torsional splitting, because its rotational levels are
energetically closer to the barrier than those of the
other three states. This is also reflected in the size
of the tunneling parameters obtained from the com-
bined fit (see Tab. 4), which is discussed in Sec. 4.7.
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4. Analysis

4.1. The Automated Spectral Line Assignment Pro-
cedure, ASAP

The ASAP software, which was used to assign
the spectral features in the ro-vibration spectra, has
been described in details in Ref. [22]. Here, we re-
port a brief introduction to the software in its cur-
rent version, which includes several upgrades com-
pared to the previously reported one. The applica-
bility of ASAP requires that the rotational energy
levels within one vibrational state, which is called
reference state in the following and which is usually
the vibrational ground state, are accurately known
from a previous analysis. Furthermore, transi-
tion frequencies for the rotational-vibrational tran-
sitions of interest have to be calculated based on
this analysis. The approach is closely related to the
idea of closed loops of three transitions (Ritz com-
bination principle). Here, rovibrational transitions
that connect different rotational levels of the refer-
ence state to one common rotational level of another
vibrational state, the target state, are selected. As
these calculated transition frequencies obey exactly
the Ritz combination principle, all rovibrational
transitions will show the same δν̃ = ν̃obs − ν̃calc
difference between observed and calculated values,
because only the energy of the common target state
is uncertain whereas the uncertainty of each refer-
ence state energies is assumed to be negligible.

Shifting the frequency origin of the experimen-
tal spectrum (ν̃) by subtracting the predicted fre-
quency ν̃tcalc of any arbitrarily selected transition
t moves its peak position from ν̃tobs to the differ-
ence frequency δν̃t. Thus, transitions are shifted in
these scaled spectra Ŝt(ν̃) = S(ν̃+δν̃t) to the same
position if they share a common target state. This
position is potentially easy to determine by looking
at cross correlation plots. These are obtained by
multiplying the intensities of all spectra Ŝt associ-
ated with transitions that share a common target
state (similarly to the “stacking” procedure, where
intensities are summed up). Typically, only one sin-
gle well-discernible feature (cross-correlation peak)
appears in each cross correlation plot as long as the
spectral density is relatively low and the spectral
features are not too weak. This is nicely seen in
the cross correlation plots for S2O [see Figs. 5 and
6 in Ref. 22]. The offset frequency δν̃ is then deter-
mined from the peak position. The experimental
state energy and the frequency can then be derived

as the sum of the calculated state energy / fre-
quency and this offset. Line intensities can vary by
orders of magnitude along the transitions. There-
fore, weighting the spectral intensities S(ν̃ − ν̃calc)
has been introduced in the present version of the
ASAP software in order to increase the contrast in
the cross correlation plots. This is realized by re-
placing the observed signal in the evaluation by the
power of the observed signal with the logarithmic
value of the calculated intensity as argument:

Sccp(ν̃) =
∏
t

St(ν̃ + ν̃tcalc)
(log It

calc−log Imin
calc ) (3)

where Sccp is the intensity on the cross-correlation
plot and Imin is the lowest intensity in the set of
associated transitions. log Itcalc and log Imin

calc are di-
rect outputs of the spcat software, which is part of
H. Pickett’s calpgm suite [39], which was used in
the analysis.

4.2. Re-fit of the literature data

In the first step of spectroscopic analysis, the fit
of the ground vibrational state of propionitrile as
presented in the Cologne Database for Molecular
Spectroscopy, CDMS [40, 41], has been reproduced
with calpgm. This fit is based on experimental
data from Refs. [1, 11, 12, 42–45]. These data
include transitions for the A species covering quan-
tum numbers up to J = 130 and Ka = 36. Frequen-
cies with experimental uncertainties larger than 50
kHz and 100 kHz below and above 500 GHz, respec-
tively, have not been included in the fit (following
the CDMS dataset). The data allowed to constrain
the energies of the rotational states in the ground
vibrational state within this range of quantum num-
bers accurately enough to apply ASAP. For these
states, the energy uncertainty is more than one or-
der of magnitude smaller than the linewidth ob-
served in the IR spectra. The same applies for the
torsional splitting, which is small in the ground vi-
brational state and has only been observed in few
transitions. In particular, it is also much smaller
than the IR linewidth. Therefore, it has been ne-
glected in the fit and thus also in the calculation of
the ground state energy levels. Transition frequen-
cies for A and E states have been averaged.

4.3. CCN deformation ν12 & CCN out-of-plane
bend ν20

Cross correlation plots for both ν12 and ν20 fun-
damental bands have been calculated using the
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500µbar experimental spectrum and were based
on accurate rotational constants derived from the
refit of the literature values for the A symmetry
species. Previously published data involving these
states [10–12, 45, 46] cover transitions up to J = 71,
Ka = 25 for v20 and J = 71, Ka = 17 for v12.
Thus, the predicted transition frequencies were al-
ready quite accurate and mainly the band center re-
mained to be determined, although interactions as
well as the torsional splitting have been neglected.
In addition, both bands are intense and well sep-
arated (Figs. 1, 2, 3). Only weaker hot bands
or combination bands complicate the spectrum in
these spectral ranges. Therefore, it was straightfor-
ward to localize one peak in each cross correlation
plot that is associated with its target state; basi-
cally, all peaks appeared within a narrow frequency
region (Fig. 7). The offset δν̃ for each target state,
and thus the associated experimental state energies
and frequencies, have then been determined for a
number of target states, starting with low Ka quan-
tum numbers. In an iterative manner, state ener-
gies were assigned and included in the fit in order
to improve the predicted frequencies used in the as-
signment until target states up to Ka = 25, J = 80
and Ka = 18, J = 80 for ν20 and ν12, respectively,
were reached. One avoided crossing has been found
in ν12 at Ka = 13 and J ≈ 49.

4.4. CCN in-plane bend ν13 & Torsion ν21
The energetically lowest fundamental modes ν21

and ν13 are only separated by a few cm−1. Thus,
they appear in the same spectral region and are
overlapped significantly (Fig. 1). Strong interac-
tions between these states have been reported pre-
viously [9, 15, 36]. Effectively, treating the vibra-
tional states separately becomes impractical and as
a result the notation v13 + v21 = 1 may be used,
which accounts for one quantum of excitation in ei-
ther v13 or v21. The spectral features turned out
to be much stronger than those seen for the two
other modes, ν20 and ν12, which required to record
this spectral range separately and at lower pres-
sure. First, predictions were prepared only for A
symmetry species of the ν13 mode. The initial fit
included frequencies obtained by Fukuyama et al.
[15]. Interactions as well as the torsional split-
tings were neglected. Although a larger number
of peaks (false positives) were present in the cross
correlation plots of ν13 compared to the previous
ones, series of cross correlation peaks (true posi-
tives) could be determined and allowed to deter-

mine already a large number of state energies that
could be included in the fit. In a following step,
transitions from Fukuyama et al. [15] for v21 = 1
were included in the analysis. They constrained not
only rotational constants for v21 = 1, but provided
also some information on the interaction and the
energy difference between both vibrational states.
Step by step, more and more ν13 state energies were
assigned. In the subsequent analysis of ν21, the pre-
vious determination of first interaction terms, and
thereby improved accuracy of predicted frequencies
and band center of ν21, was crucial to identify and
assign series of cross correlation peaks. As ν21 tran-
sitions are weaker than those from the other band,
the cross correlation plots for ν21 show many more
peaks (false positives) caused by strong transitions
in this spectral region that are not well enough sup-
pressed by the multiplication process (Fig. 7). Nev-
ertheless, the assignment of ν21 state energies was
possible, because the cross correlation peaks (true
positives) could be localized within a narrow spec-
tral window of only a few tenths of a wavenum-
ber. Again, higher J , Ka levels were assigned and
stepwise refined the predictions. In general, assign-
ments for ν21 are less secure compared to those for
the other bands, because the identification of cross
correlation peaks is ambiguous in a number of cases.
This can also be seen in the cross correlation plots
(Fig. 7) for the series of target states with Ka = 10,
Kc = J −Ka.

4.5. Wavenumber accuracy of the ro-vibrational
lines

Energy levels obtained via ASAP have been used
to calculate frequencies for pure rotational tran-
sitions within vibrationally excited states that ei-
ther were previously reported [10, 15] or observed
within this work. By comparison with accurate val-
ues observed with millimeter-wave techniques, the
accuracy of state energies derived from IR spec-
tra using ASAP was estimated. Fig. 8 shows the
probability density of frequency differences calcu-
lated for each vibrational state. Standard devi-
ations between σ = 4.4 MHz (∼ 0.00015 cm−1)
and σ = 11.9 MHz (∼ 0.0004 cm−1) were deter-
mined from the data assuming a normal distribu-
tion. By taking the largest value and weighting it
with a

√
0.5 factor, because the energy differences

are calculated from two experimental values, the
accuracy of ASAP-derived state energies should at
least be better than 0.0003 cm−1. Also, it is worth
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Figure 7: Cross correlation plots for Ka = 10, Kc = J −Ka for the fundamental modes ν13, ν21, ν12, and
ν20. Intensities are normalized with respect to the strongest peak in the displayed spectral range. A larger
number of transitions included in the cross correlation plots leads to a narrowing of peaks, which can be
seen clearly in the plots for ν13.

noting that the mean frequency difference is be-
low 500 kHz (∼ 0.00002 cm−1) in all cases. The
smaller standard deviation obtained for ν13 results
from a larger number of observed transitions that
contribute to each individual cross correlation plot
and thus cause a narrowing of the cross correlation
peak. This can also be seen in the cross correlation
plots of ν13 shown in Fig. 7. Overall, the compar-
ison confirms that the frequency accuracy in the
IR data is better than the assigned uncertainty of
0.0005 cm−1. Nevertheless, a slightly higher uncer-
tainty is assigned, because uncertainties of the vi-
brational ground state energies are not taken into
account in this comparison.

4.6. Pure rotational spectra within v13 + v21 = 1

A substantial number of pure rotational tran-
sitions within the excited states v13 + v21 = 1
have been assigned in the millimeter-wave spectra

recorded in Cologne (see Fig. 5), although a com-
prehensive analysis of the rotational spectrum is
beyond the scope of this paper. Here, the main
goal was to evaluate if predictions derived from the
IR study help to facilitate substantially the assign-
ments and could already support astronomical line
identifications. It turned out that line positions
were generally well predicted and transitions in-
volving Ka quantum numbers above 10 could easily
be assigned. Nevertheless, the torsional splitting,
observed not only for transitions in v21 = 1, but
also for many in v13 = 1, had to be taken into
account. Thus, torsional parameters had to be in-
cluded in the fit, whose values were constrained by
frequencies reported for the E-symmetry species by
Fukuyama et al. [15]. In the following, transitions
were assigned in the millimeter-wave spectrum in
the usual stepwise manner, starting from low to
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Figure 8: Probability density of frequency differ-
ences for pure rotational transitions determined
between observed frequencies of C2H5CN (Refs.
[10, 15] and this work) and calculated ones derived
from the state energies derived using ASAP. The
different plots show values for each of the vibra-
tional states studied in this work. Only A symme-
try states are taken into account.

high J and Ka quantum numbers.

4.7. Combined effective fit

In total, 13473 energy offsets and additional 1292
distinct pure rotational transition frequencies were
determined and assigned to 86063 and 1813 tran-
sitions, respectively. Energy levels up to Ka = 25
and J = 90 were accessed. A summary of the ex-
perimental dataset is given Tab. 1. Line accuracies
of 0.0005 cm−1 were assigned to state energies and
IR transitions while for the pure rotational transi-
tions they were individually estimated with regard
of the fit of the line profiles and take typical values
of 50 kHz for isolated lines and 100 kHz for blended
ones. Previously reported lines were treated with
their reported uncertainty. 331 of these frequen-
cies (v12 = 1 and v20 = 1) were not included, be-
cause assigned and calculated position deviated by
more than four times their uncertainty, most likely,
caused by perturbations with higher energy levels
(see Fig. 6). State energies rather than transi-
tion wavenumbers were included in the experimen-
tal dataset derived via ASAP (as discussed in Ref.
[22]). The state energies are coded in spfit as
transitions from the lowest level in the vibrational
ground state (JKa,Kc

= 00,0, v = 0) to the corre-
sponding target state.

At first, parameters of an asymmetric rotor
Hamiltonian in Watson’s S reduction were used to
reproduce frequencies of previously published rota-
tional transitions and the newly assigned rovibra-
tional transitions for the A symmetry species. Be-

sides the state energy, only the parameters that led
to an improvement of the fit were released. Oth-
erwise their value was fixed to the corresponding
value obtained for the vibrational ground state.
Coriolis coupling terms with a- and b-symmetry
were included to describe the strong interactions
that are observed between the torsion and the in-
plane-bending vibrational state. The importance
of individual coupling terms has been judged based
on the achieved improvement of the fit. This led
to an extensive set of parameters. A qualitative
and more detailed analysis of the single interaction
terms is beyond the scope of this work and will be
carried out later in combination with a comprehen-
sive study of the pure rotational spectra. The far
better accuracy achieved at millimeter-wavelengths
will provide superior constraints to these parame-
ters.

In a second step, transitions within the E sym-
metric substates of the torsion and the in-plane
bend were also taken into account. In this phe-
nomenological approach (see section 3), the descrip-
tion of the internal rotation is achieved by expand-
ing the energy and the rotational terms of each vi-
brational state into Fourier series. Here, only the
internal rotation parameter ρ and the first cosine
term for the energy with its coefficient ε1, and for
the rotational operators P 2, P 2

z , P 2
+−P 2

− with their
coefficients T 001

1 , T 010
1 , and T 100

1 , were included for
the torsionally excited states. The observed split-
ting of transitions within the in-plane bend was al-
ready reasonably described by the strong mixing of
levels with torsional states. Nevertheless, adding ε1
also for the in-plane bend, improved the fit notice-
ably.

Details about the coding of these parameters in
spfit are given by Drouin [47]. The splitting that
was observed by Fukuyama et al. [15] for some b-
type transitions of the out-of-plane bending vibra-
tional state v20 = 1 has been neglected and only
frequencies reported for the A symmetry species
have been included in the fit. spfit does not al-
low to determine the internal rotation parameter
ρ in the fit. Thus, its initial value was calculated
using the structural information reported by Heise
et al. [48] and moments of inertia derived from the
rotational constants. Later on, ρ was manually ad-
justed to better reproduce the observed transition
frequencies. Changing the value of ρ in steps of
0.001 within a range of about ±0.01 has only lit-
tle impact on the final rms value and only values
beyond this range considerably worsen the fit.
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Tabs. 2, 4, 3 and 5 show the final set of pa-
rameters that were obtained from the combined
fit. A common problem in the spectral analysis of
molecules with internal rotation is the state label-
ing by asymmetric top quantum numbers, because
it depends on the diagonalization and energy or-
dering. Thus, the assigned asymmetric top quanta
might change for a small subset of states during
the fitting process, in particular if the asymmetric
splitting is of the same magnitude as the torsional
splitting. Therefore, all lines that deviate by more
than 20σ, i.e. 145 out of 13618 state energies, were
rejected from the fit. Also, 14 pure rotational tran-
sitions are not reproduced within this limit and are
rejected from the fit. ν12 transitions that involve
Ka = 13 states were not included. These levels
are probably perturbed by one of the nearby vibra-
tional states ν20 + ν13 or ν20 + ν21. The final fit
reproduces the experimental dataset with almost
experimental uncertainty with unitless, weighted
standard deviation of 1.46. The standard deviation
is considerably different between IR and microwave
data sets, because deficiencies of the model are more
significant for the microwave data with its much
higher absolute accuracy. The standard deviation
for each individual dataset is included in Tab. 1.

Transition frequencies and intensities have been
calculated with spcat based on the current anal-
ysis and used to simulate all four fundamen-
tal bands (Figs. 2,3,4) and the rotational spec-
trum at millimeter-wavelength (Fig. 5). The very
good agreement between simulation and experi-
ment shows the quality of the predictions and val-
idates also the overall correctness of assignments
done with ASAP. Partition functions have been cal-
culated based on the summation of energies. All
states investigated in this work (v = 0, v12 =
1, v13 = 1, v20 = 1, v21 = 1) and energy levels up
to J = 150 and Ka = 70 have been taken into ac-
count. A listing of the experimental dataset and
partition functions will be given in the supplemen-
tary material in electronic form. Predictions will
also be provided via CDMS.

5. Astronomical observation of vibrational
satellites

Ethyl cyanide has been detected in several astro-
nomical sources in the last years [see e.g., 49, 50],
and it is expected to be abundant in star-forming
regions where newly-born stars heat up their sur-
roundings and release large amounts of complex or-

ganic species from grain surfaces into the gas phase.
Once in the gas phase, these species are detectable
with telescope facilities operating in the millimeter
and sub-millimeter regimes such as the Atacama
Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array [ALMA; 51].

We have studied the high-mass star-forming com-
plex G327.3−0.6 (hereafter G327) with ALMA dur-
ing its Cycle 4 (project code 2016.1.00168.S). G327,
with a luminosity of ∼ 2×105 L� and at a distance
of 3.3 kpc [52], is best known as one of the bright-
est and chemically richest hot molecular cores in
our vicinity [see e.g., 53–55]. Our ALMA observa-
tions have imaged the region where the hot molecu-
lar core G327 is located at an angular resolution of
1.′′4 (corresponding to ≈ 4500 au) and in different
frequency ranges across the ALMA band 6 (211–
275 GHz). In Fig. 9 (see black line), we present
a spectrum extracted towards G327 in three fre-
quency ranges.

The spectrum towards G327 is rich in many
spectral line features. We have modeled it us-
ing the software XCLASS [eXtended CASA Line
Analysis Software Suite; 56], which makes use of
the Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy
[CDMS; 40, 57] and Jet Propulsion Laboratory
[JPL; 58] catalogs, via the Virtual Atomic and
Molecular Data Centre [VAMDC; 41]. In the syn-
thetic spectrum (see inverted grey line in Fig. 9),
we have considered more than 23 different molec-
ular species (excluding isotopologues and excited
states; Zhang et al., in prep). A number of bright
and isolated spectral lines remained unidentified in
the synthetic spectrum (e.g., at frequencies 216.05,
216.55, 217.95 GHz). Most of these unidentified
features are now assigned to vibrationally excited
C2H5CN (v13 + v21 = 1) transitions measured
in this work (cf. blue line in Fig. 9). We de-
rive a C2H5CN column density of 9.5× 1017 cm−2

with a temperature of 250 K. This column density
and temperature are comparable to the values de-
rived for other commonly-studied species such as
CH3OH (1.8×1019 cm−2, 260 K) CH3OCHO (3.4×
1018 cm−2, 270 K), CH3COCH3 (1.1× 1018 cm−2,
170 K), HC3N (5.0 × 1017 cm−2, 235 K), HNCO
(3.9 × 1017 cm−2, 290 K). Comparison between
C2H5CN ground and vibrationally-excited states
can be used to obtain information on the temper-
ature and density structure of G327 (Zhang et al.,
in prep.). Furthermore, given the bright detections
of the v13 + v21 = 1 transitions, we expect other vi-
brationally excited states (e.g., v13 + v21 = 2) to be
equally bright. Further laboratory measurements
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involving these excited states will be key to better
characterize and understand the structure of astro-
nomical sources such as star-forming regions.

6. Conclusions and prospects

The high resolution infrared spectrum of ethyl
cyanide, C2H5CN, a prototypical saturated organic
nitrile abundantly found in the interstellar medium,
has been studied for the first time. The four low-
est fundamental vibrational modes of ethyl cyanide
have been measured on the AILES beamline of the
SOLEIL synchrotron facility, and analyzed allow-
ing the derivation of highly accurate vibrational
state energies. The Automated Spectral Assign-
ment Procedure, ASAP, has been improved and
demonstrated once more to be a very useful analy-
sis tool greatly simplifying the line assignment even
of rather dense rotational-vibrational spectra.

Some limitations of ASAP became evident in
the analysis of the fundamental torsional band ν21,
where the identification of cross correlation peaks
was hampered by severe spectral congestion. Nev-
ertheless, this band along with the close-by ly-
ing and strongly interacting CCN-bending mode
ν13 could finally be disentangled. Based on the
available molecular parameters for the ν20 and
ν12 states from previous millimeter-/submillimeter-
wave studies, the ASAP treatment of the cor-
responding vibrational fundamentals was accom-
plished in a rather straightforward fashion. Sub-
sequent pure rotational measurements within the
ground state and the four lowest vibrationally ex-
cited states have supported further refinement of
the spectroscopic constants.

Although an even more comprehensive and de-
tailed analysis of the milli-meter- and submillime-
ter wave spectra within these excited states is
still highly desirable, the current quality of pre-
dicted rest frequencies has already proven very re-
liable for the interpretation of astronomical spec-
tra. The ALMA spectrum recorded towards the
high-mass star-forming region G327.3−0.6, demon-
strates the very favorable agreement between the
predicted frequencies and the astronomical obser-
vations. The very strong spectral features related
to transitions within excited vibrational states also
shows their importance for the interpretation of
astronomical spectra. Given the intensity of the
vibrational satellites observed towards G327.3−0.6
it seems likely that vibrational satellites from en-
ergetically higher lying vibrational states might

also be detected once their laboratory millimeter-
/submillimeter-wave spectra are known to sufficient
accuracy. Besides satellites from the ν20 and ν12
states also studied here, future investigations of
overtones and combination modes of ν13 and ν21
seem indicated, as seem studies of the combination
modes of ν13 and ν21 with either ν20 and ν12. Close
inspection of the vibrational fundamentals observed
here already reveal some weak signatures that may
hint towards the presence of hot bands, however, no
attempt has been made here towards their analy-
sis. Also, spectroscopic studies of vibrational modes
above 600 cm−1 followed by spectroscopic analysis
using ASAP should be feasible.

In the future, comprehensive infrared labora-
tory studies of vibrational bands of complex or-
ganic species followed by sophisticated spectro-
scopic analyses with the help of ASAP turns into a
very promising avenue towards understanding their
vibrational satellite pure rotational spectra. This
strategy should be applicable to many astronomi-
cal species known to contribute substantially to the
rich emission features observed towards line-rich as-
tronomical sources.

After completion of the present manuscript, right
before submission, we learned about a manuscript
by Zbigniew Kisiel and collaborators just accepted
to the Journal of Molecular Spectroscopy [59]. In
their study, the authors investigated the pure rota-
tional spectrum of ethyl cyanide in the v13 + v21 =
1 states employing millimeter wave measurements
and present a new global fit. Since the models used
in their and in our study are not strictly identical,
quantitative agreement cannot be expected. How-
ever, qualitatively, the two parameters sets seem
in reasonable accord. For example, the energy dif-
ference between ν21 and ν13 derived in their mil-
limeter wave study is 6.2070246(14) cm−1 compared
to a value of 6.207002(25) cm−1 derived here from
the vibrational band centers of the A states. Also,
the leading Coriolis type interaction parameters Ga

and Gb compare well and agree to within some 4%
(Ga) and 18% (Gb). Future predictions should ben-
efit from one unified model comprising both new
datasets.
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Table 1: Summary of the individual datasets that were included in the fit.

State max. J max. Ka max. Energy # Levels σ

v12 = 1 90 18 1731 cm−1 2141 0.96
v20 = 1 90 25 1537 cm−1 2277 0.88
v13 = 1, A 80 25 1617 cm−1 2887 1.12
v21 = 1, A 66 23 1092 cm−1 2012 0.96
Transitions max. J max. Ka max. Freq. # Trans. σ
Ground State 130 36 1160 GHz 5259 1.03
v12 = 1 71 17 605 GHz 1578 2.76
v20 = 1 71 25 605 GHz 1338 1.69
v13 = 1 43 15 255 GHz 1244 2.92
v21 = 1 42 17 254 GHz 1068 2.86

Table 2: Molecular parameters of CH3CH2CN derived from the combined fita.

Parameter v = 0 v12 = 1 v20 = 1 v13 = 1 v21 = 1

A 27 663.681 22(79) 28 082.0334(51) 27 445.3437(37) 27 809.08(87) 27 643.22(87)
B 4714.187 49(11) 4707.357 69(22) 4715.646 15(25) 4728.844(10) 4712.789(11)
C 4235.084 92(10) 4228.628 90(21) 4240.783 39(23) 4240.6283(11) 4233.1663(11)
DJ ×103 3.007 878(47) 2.980 446(80) 3.015 183(85) 3.036 48(19) 2.958 27(33)
DJK ×103 −47.266 51(63) −48.4881(23) −46.5426(23) −45.609(15) −47.172(15)
DK ×103 547.7867(57) 602.58(12) 510.003(33) 531.03(14) 567.16(16)
d1 ×103 −0.685 828(10) −0.681 012(14) −0.683 429(15) −0.709 74(10) −0.663 26(12)
d2 ×103 −0.032 791 7(35) −0.034 197 6(88) −0.028 829 0(89) −0.039 280(40) −0.028 411(34)
HJ ×106 0.009 326 7(85) 0.009 235(11) 0.009 228(12) 0.009 326 7(85) 0.008 836(66)
HJK ×106 −0.119 08(21) −0.109 30(33) −0.113 72(42) −0.119 08(21) −0.119 08(21)
HKJ ×106 −1.5876(13) −2.5255(84) −1.4433(51) 1.675(43) −4.548(41)
HK ×106 31.373(23) 33.42(40) 25.685(60) 5.82(38) 55.22(37)
h1 ×109 3.8835(20) 3.8835(20) 3.8835(20) 3.8835(20) 3.8835(20)
h2 ×109 0.519 67(78) 0.519 67(78) 0.519 67(78) 0.519 67(78) 0.519 67(78)
h3 ×109 0.063 32(39) 0.063 32(39) 0.063 32(39) 0.063 32(39) 0.063 32(39)
LJ ×1012 −0.039 48(64) −0.039 48(64) −0.039 48(64) −0.039 48(64) −0.039 48(64)
LJJK ×1012 0.556(28) 0.556(28) 0.556(28) 0.556(28) 0.556(28)
LJK ×1012 −5.74(24) −5.74(24) −5.74(24) −5.74(24) −5.74(24)
LKKJ ×1012 85.42(98) 85.42(98) 85.42(98) 85.42(98) 85.42(98)
LK ×109 −2.195(39) −2.195(39) −2.195(39) −2.195(39) −2.195(39)
l1 ×1015 −19.10(11) −19.10(11) −19.10(11) −19.10(11) −19.10(11)
l2 ×1015 −4.708(50) −4.708(50) −4.708(50) −4.708(50) −4.708(50)
l3 ×1015 −1.213(29) −1.213(29) −1.213(29) −1.213(29) −1.213(29)
l4 ×1015 −0.153(12) −0.153(12) −0.153(12) −0.153(12) −0.153(12)
PJ ×1018 0.106(17) 0.106(17) 0.106(17) 0.106(17) 0.106(17)
PJJK ×1015 −0.0060(13) −0.0060(13) −0.0060(13) −0.0060(13) −0.0060(13)
PJK ×1015 0.121(12) 0.121(12) 0.121(12) 0.121(12) 0.121(12)
PKJ ×1015 −2.04(14) −2.04(14) −2.04(14) −2.04(14) −2.04(14)
PKKJ ×1015

PK ×1012 0.165(23) 0.165(23) 0.165(23) 0.165(23) 0.165(23)
Dab 11.20(16)

Note. Units are MHz. Standard errors are given in parenthesis. Parameters of the ground state are applied to all excited states

and difference values are fitted for the individual excited states. Here, the ground state values and the difference values are

summed up to facilitate readability. Thus, parameters among states and their uncertainty are exactly the same if no difference

parameter was included. a Simultaneous fit to the rotation and rotation-vibration data of the v = 0, v13 = 1, v21 = 1, v12 = 1,

and v20 = 1 states.
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Table 3: State energies for the A symmetry species derived from the combined fit.

State Symmetry Energy [cm−1]

v = 0 a′ 0.0a

v12 = 1 a′ 532.699 617(16)
v20 = 1 a′′ 372.635 293(15)
v13 = 1 a′ 205.934 099(8)
v21 = 1 a′′ 212.141 101(8)

a Fixed.

Table 4: Tunneling Parameters for v21 = 1 and v13 = 1 obtained from the combined fit.

Parameter spfit notation v21 = 1 v13 = 1

ρ 9100vv 0.134
ε1 [MHz] 10000000vv 37.163(45) −3.528(35)
T 001
1 [MHz] 10000001vv 0.0489(19)
T 010
1 [MHz] 10000010vv −0.016 870(68)
T 100
1 [MHz] 10000400vv −0.009 499(25)

Note. ρ was manually adjusted. See text for details. The mkj values in the Fourier series coefficients Tmkj
q

determine the corresponding rotational operator P 2jP 2k
z (P 2

+ − P 2
−)m that is expanded and q determines

the order of the Fourier series.

Table 5: Interaction parameters for v21 = 1 and v13 = 1 obtained from the combined fit.

Parameter Operator spfit notation Value

Ga Ĵa 2000v1v2 20 122.6(40)

Ga,J {Ĵ2, Ĵa} 2001v1v2 0.015 90(26)

Ga,K {Ĵz
2
, Ĵa} 2010v1v2 −1.5197(31)

Fbc {Ĵb, Ĵc} 2100v1v2 −0.001 371(21)

G2a {Ĵa, (Ĵb
2
− Ĵc

2
)} 2200v1v2 −0.075 55(82)

Gb Ĵb 4000v1v2 1014.94(91)

Gb,K {Ĵz
2
, Ĵb} 4010v1v2 −1.804(12)

Fca {Ĵc, Ĵa} 4100v1v2 −0.045 76(21)

G2b {Ĵb, (Ĵc
2
− Ĵa

2
)} 4200v1v2 −0.010 710(67)

Note. Units are MHz. {, } is the anticommutator. v1, v2 are labels for the vibrational states v13 and v21
used in spfit. See par-file for details.
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